Rating What I like
9
Real life (non IT) examples
Goal directed reasoning from the solution backwards
Easy to take home
7
Coaching exercise on solution‐solving very well set up
and useful
Handout was great
3 concrete methods suggested
Observer role very good
8
Interactive
Practical
Good speaker
8
Really hands‐on
7
Great speaker
Confident ‐> makes it easy to keep focus
6
New approaches to coaching and helping find
solution. I liked the team exercise, observer role
particularly
8
New approach in solving problems. Very interesting
8
7
9
8

8
7
7

Thinking in a different way about getting towards the
solution (no more “why’s”)
New way of thinking, practical exercises, interactive
Very applicable
Good interaction
Speaker knows his subject thoroughly
Mind shift
Lecture then exercises
Open my mind, learned to think in a different
perspective
Change the mind to focus from the problem to the
solution

To make it perfect
Some moderation to help the audience get the most out of the exercises (coaching
exercise) allow observers to interrupt once or twice, if the coach digresses/gives
suggestions or judgment
Start off with some quick questions to participants on why they are there
Slides in the beginning were a bit long
Miracle to solution transition not clear

Some more real‐life examples

Subject is rather complicated. Two hour session is too short
I would like more discussion on the types of questions to ask – felt this was not clear

More feedback on role plays. Maybe walking around and listening to the plays and give
feedback on what you saw
A bit more guidance in the exercises
More practical examples before starting exercises ‐> to make techniques more clear
More time to discuss exercises
Have some example problems at hand so no time is lost looking for them

Short film showing coach & client example
Use some video to show some use cases at the end of the session to understand more
clearly
Real examples where it was applied

7
6

8
8

Some new/interesting techniques to approach
problems
The clear explanations of the techniques

The exercises, the not too complex, the quiet
approach of the coach (I would have fear)
Both the theory and the workshop part

8

Taught “holding back”, open questions, client focus,
difference between consult, trainer and coach

9

Very inspiring
Exercises
Directly applicable
Excellent techniques
Brilliant ideas explained
Very understandable
P. proves it works during his assistance in the
exercises
Nice images underlining the content!
Short instructions for powerful exercise with
colleagues
New insights: didn’t know about solution space
approach
Great presenter!
Dialogue during presentations
Slides with only clear key messages
Exercises were great
Super!

8
9

9

7
10

Limit the coaching to a specific context: customers or development team and provide
more real life examples
To provide more concrete examples from problem to solution
Provide some basic problems to help exercises start going
Group bit too large for personal feedback during exercises
Make it a little bit shorter if needed
I would have liked to see some examples in detail of successful application of these
techniques. Perhaps a staged role playing demo or a video
More examples how to elicit options + move toward solution envisioned (focus on
systemic + circular, but how to talk options?)
Team showed describe “8” together, else not all same expectations! (scales)
Do exercises in smaller group and get feedback from expert

Try to stay away from the “that depends on your coaching skills” but try to give some
hints or share some experience of situations wherein you solved the question

If my exercise partner would have spent more time 

One practical exercise where teacher is observant in public?
Mini‐handout about/with the key elements ‐> Just one card, maybe this format

8

8
7

7
7
9

The knowledge of the speaker
The exercises
The style of the speaker
The presented examples
Good interaction, good to be able to try it
The experience of the speaker
The examples (real time) he provides
The exercises
Lots of interaction, very good presenting skills, not
too many slides, lots of energy
Good balance theory/practice
Techniques to apply in daily life

Like to learn even more practical techniques/games

Real life examples of where it was used
Propose *concrete* problems for the exercises… (I know it is against the ???)

Demo by presenter with member of session as a real problem
Hand real‐life examples to work with instead of letting participants imagine one
Maybe suggest some problems to avoid problem being too large or too small?

